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Question: 166

Which element in the exhibit denote a lifeline?

A. b:C2
B. C1
C. q
D. p
E. M

Answer: A

Question: 167

Which arrowhead shows that the message represents an operation call, rather than a signal, in UML 2.0?

A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D

Answer: A

Question: 168



When a customer uses a service to order books, the service contacts a commercial credit card validation service, an
address verification service, and an internal client database. Assuming the Order Books process is modeled as one
use case at the system level, which actors would there be?
A. Customer, Client Database
B. Customer, Credit Card Validation Service, Address Verification Service, Client Database
C. Customer, Credit Card Validation Service
D. Customer
E. Customer, Credit Card Validation Service, Address Verification Service

Answer: E

Question: 169

What constraint applies to a stop in a UML interaction diagram?
A. No other event occurrences may appear below a stop on a given lifeline in a simple interaction.
B. If there is a stop on one lifeline, there should be stops on all other lifelines within an interaction.
C. Only one stop may occur in one interaction.
D. If one lifeline has a stop in one interaction, it should have stops in every interaction that it appears.

Answer: A

Question: 170

What does the symbol in the exhibit represent in UML 2.0 activity diagrams?

A. control node
B. behavior
C. state
D. object node
E. activity
F. action

Answer: D

Question: 171

Let us denote sending of p as !p and receiving p as ?p. Which trace defines the interaction N in the exhibit?



A. <!q, !p, ?p, ?q>
B. <!p, ?p, !q, ?q>
C. <!p, !q, ?q, ?p>
D. <!p, ?q, !q, ?p>

Answer: C

Question: 172

What can be captured by use cases? (Choose two)
A. changes in state over time of the system
B. data and control flow of the system
C. user-interface specification of the system
D. requirements of the system
E. behaviors offered by the system

Answer: D,E

Question: 173

What is true of an interaction?
A. An interaction always contains states and transitions.
B. An interaction can be used as types for ports.
C. An interaction is defined by a use case.
D. The semantics of an interaction are defined by event traces.

Answer: D

Question: 174

What does an association specify?
A. links between associated types
B. relationship among models
C. tuples that are not links
D. links between instances of untyped classes



E. links between instances of associated types

Answer: E
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